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Abstract: This article is motivated by the asymmetry connection between the growing discourses and applications of Islamic inheritance law in the Pontianak society and religious court decisions. In contrast, the decision of the religious court (Peradilan Agama, the Indonesian term, abbreviated for PA) must be implemented. This is an empirical legal study employing a legal sociology methodology. In-depth interviews, analysis of PA decision documents, and Focus Group Discussions (FGD) with Pontianak PA judges were used to collect data. This study concludes that the construction of inheritance law by Pontianak PA judges employing the legal discovery method is more influential in terms of adhering to jurisprudence and evaluating inheritance provisions contained in fiqh texts. The judge's legal reasoning is based on socio-cultural reasoning, which examines the relationship between rights and family responsibilities in society. Among the inheritance provisions of the judge's ijtihad construction is 1) the restriction on substitute successors does not apply only to second-degree descendants, but to all descendants. 2) Daughters become the asabah in inheritance even if they are not accompanied by males or sons. 3) Children of unrecorded marriages have the right to maintenance and obligatory wills from their fathers. The novel finding of this study is that, according to the sociology of law, local traditions in the application of inheritance law occupy a strategic position and contribute significantly to the manner in which judges construct law in court decisions, particularly Islamic inheritance
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Introduction

Each region's evolution and application of Islamic inheritance law has distinctive characteristics. This is because it intersects with the varied interpretations of certain issues and sociocultural circumstances. In Pontianak, the discourse on Islamic inheritance law evolves and develops in accordance with specific rules in the Qur'an and Hadith, which are in fact associated with the Shafi'i school of thought.\(^1\) Regarding the application of Islamic inheritance, however, the opinion of the majority of scholars has been accorded greater space and importance in the contemporary societies. In the case of heirs consisting of a father, a mother, and a spouse or a father, a mother, and a wife, according to *jumhur ulama* (the Council of the Ulama), the mother's share is not one-third, but one-third of the remainder. In fact, the Qur'an and Hadith regulate the father's share and the mother's share such that the mother's share is one-third if the
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decendant has no children, whereas the father's share is asabah (the remainder) (QS. An-Nisa/4: 12).

It requires different treatment, when the successors consist of a husband, mother, several maternal siblings, and several biological brothers. According to Jumhur scholars (Council of scholars), a sibling receives 1/6 if there is a single sibling and 1/3 if there are multiple siblings (QS. An-Nisa/4: 12), and according to QS. An-Nisa/4 176. The majority of academics concur that QS. an-Nisa/4:12 for brothers and sisters, and QS. An-Nisa verse 176 for siblings. However, under various circumstances, the majority of scholars' opinions are inconsistent. Specifically, when the beneficiaries of an inheritance are a husband, a mother, several maternal siblings, and several biological brothers. According to the Qur’an, the husband receives one-half (3 parts), the mother receives one-sixth (1 part), three brothers and sisters receive one-third (2 parts), and three biological brothers receive asabah (the remainder part). Following the opinion of Umar bin Khattab, the majority of scholars argued that siblings, both mother and siblings, received one-third of the share equally.

The two inheritance cases described above demonstrate that scholars have divergent approaches to resolving these cases. This distinction has emerged since the time of the Prophet's companions, followed by tabi’in and tabi’ut tabi’in. For instance, Imam Malik and Imam Shafi’i followed Umar's opinion in resolving the second case, whereas Abu Hanifah and Ahmad bin Hambal rejected Umar's opinion and adhered to the verses and hadith texts.

In Indonesia, Islamic inheritance law is codified as the Compilation of Islamic Law (KHI), in accordance with Presidential Instruction No. 1 from 1991. Inheritance law is located in the second book of KHI (Compilation of the Islamic Law) in this Presidential Instruction. The purpose of the Compilation of Islamic Law is to ensure that religious judges can readily decide on a community-filed inheritance case and have the same viewpoints when deciding a law. With the establishment of the KHI, judges can investigate, hear, and decide Islamic inheritance law cases in accordance with the KHI's articles. In other words, the judge's ruling on Islamic inheritance must refer to KHI. However, if someone submits an inheritance case that is not materially governed by the KHI, the court cannot refuse to examine the case.

Article 10 of Law No. 48 of 2009 Concerning Judicial Authority states: "The court may not refuse to examine, try, and to decide on a case, just because

---

5 Ibn Qudamah, al-Mughni.
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laws concerning a particular issue are not found or are unclear. This provision means that the judge is the primary component of the court, as the executor of judicial authority is obliged to determine the law of a case even if there are no or unclear legal provisions. Article 5 (1) of Law No. 48 of 2009 stipulates that "Judges and Constitutional Justices are obliged to investigate, follow, and comprehend the prevailing societal legal values and sense of justice."

Referring to the preceding description, contemporary Islamic inheritance in the construction of the ijtihad of religious judges is a fascinating and imperative topic that requires in-depth investigation. Previous researchers have conducted research on inheritance; Effendi, Fajri, Khisni are some researchers focusing on this particular issues. Effendi analyzes contemporary family law issues pertaining to Islamic inheritance that are decided by the Indonesian religious courts. This study employs ushul fiqh as its methodological and analytic framework. Fajri discussed the inheritance of grandchildren, whereas Khisni discussed hereditary inheritance (far'ün) in religious tribunals in general, without limiting his discussion to particular regions. Similar inheritance-related research to that which will be conducted by Jalaluddin. Jalaluddin's investigation led him to the following conclusion: Firstly, the Qur'an and Sunnah accord reciprocal inheritance rights to sons and daughters, fathers and mothers, and brothers and sisters. However, Islamic inheritance law (fiqh) determines patrilineally the alignment of other relatives who are not directly related to the heir, including relatives of aṣḥab al-furūd, aṣabaḥ and žawil al-arḥām. Second, there is no compelling evidence supporting the patrilineality of inheritance law. Patrilineality of aṣḥab al-furūd patrilineality ‘urfī to the Arab kinship system. In the meantime, the patrilineality of the heirs who are entitled to receive the remainder or a portion of which the amount is unknown is based on the hadith regarding the distribution of the remainder to "awla rajul," which is defined as a male whose relationship with the heir does not pass through the female, which is known as 'asabah’. In other words, the fuqaha’ constructed the patrilineality of Islamic inheritance law by adopting the Arab kinship system as its model. Thirdly, the patrilineal construction in Islamic inheritance law is the result of interpreting the texts in isolation, without considering other verses pertaining to relations between relatives and inheritance principles. When constructing the generalized structure

7Undang-Undang No 48 Tahun 2009 Tentang Kekuasaan Kehakiman.
of heirs, the *fuqaha* rely on an extratextual source known as *urf*, which is the patrilineal kinship system of Arabs. In fact, the *urf* contradicts the text, which mandates a bilateral kinship system.\(^\text{12}\)

The author was inspired by Jalaluddin's research to develop a research design related to the formation of judges' thought processes in addressing inheritance issues not regulated by KHI. If Jalaluddin's research concludes that patrilineal construction is due to the formation of urf in the Arab society and the incomplete comprehension of texts, patrilineal construction is not a result of patrilineal thought *per se*. Consequently, this study will investigate the construction of judges' thought processes in light of scholarly debates, inheritance-related jurisprudence, their relationship to local traditions, and local people's practices in implementing Islamic inheritance, so that new Islamic constructions that are culturally and historically relevant can be discovered.

A religious judge is a "*mujtahid*" because, in the absence of a law governing the settlement of inheritance disputes, he or she must engage in ijtihad to discover the law and determine an issue. Judges are required to apply other sources of law, such as jurisprudence, doctrines, treaties, customs, and unwritten law, when determining the law.\(^\text{13}\) In the Islamic law, a jurist is required to examine laws based on Islamic law's sources, namely the Qur’an, Hadith, Ijma, and Ijtihad. Therefore, the renewal of Islamic inheritance law is likely to emanate from religious judges whose ijtihad decisions are legally enforceable and must be carried out by the community. In addition, it is the responsibility of justices to enforce Islamic criminal and civil law.\(^\text{14}\)

Based on the preceding context, this article seeks to examine: 1) The method by which judges at the Pontianak Religious Court discover inheritance law. 2) The arguments for inheritance law reasoning used by the Pontianak Religious Court Judge in constructing inheritance provisions that are not regulated in the KHI; and 3) a description of the inheritance provisions resulting from Pontianak Religious Court judges' legal reasoning.

This is an empirical legal study employing a legal sociology methodology.\(^\text{15}\) Using in-depth interviews, document analysis of the decisions of the Religious Courts, and Focus Group Discussions (FGD) to collect data. The
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examined Religious Court decisions span the years 2010 to 2018. Analysis of data involving stages of reduction, analytical descriptions, and deriving conclusions. At the descriptive-analytic stage, a comparative-correlational technique employing an analytical-critical technique is applied.

**Methods of Legal Discovery in Establishing Inheritance**

In analyzing and deciding inheritance cases in Pontianak, religious judges are governed by the Compilation of the Islamic Law (KHI). In inheritance cases that are not explicitly addressed in the KHI, the KHI remains a criterion for the Pontianak PA judge to issue new legislation. For instance, if the heir leaves only daughters as heirs, one or more individuals may receive the entire inheritance through rad even if there are no males. According to the judge, the remaining property was returned to the daughter by rad.\(^\text{16}\) If a daughter is accompanied by a wife or spouse, she receives asabah. In this case, the PA judge interprets "aulad" in QS. According to An-nisa 11-12, females have the right to be asabah even if they are not accompanied by boys or sons.\(^\text{17}\)

The decision of the Pontianak Religious Judge was reinforced by the Religious Court's determination of inheritance No. 105/pdt.P/2014/PA.ptk. In determining the inheritance of the Religious Court No. 105/pdt.P/2014/PA.ptk, it was determined that his wife and two daughters would receive the inheritance. This decision indicates that the entire inheritance will be divided between the wife and two daughters. Using the legal formula in KHI, there are still five shares of assets remaining in this case. Refer to the following table for the inheritance portion calculation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heirs</th>
<th>fard</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wife</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>3 Share</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 daughters</td>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>16 Share</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>am. 24</td>
<td>Total: 19 share</td>
<td>Remains: 5 Share</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The preceding information raises the question of who is entitled to the residual five shares of assets. When a judge declares five portions as rad, the remaining property is returned to the beneficiaries. In this instance, the recipients of the rad are daughters who are successors with a familial relationship. Thus, the daughters' share becomes 21 shares. This occurred when the Pontianak Religious

---

\(^{16}\) Interview with Hasanuddin, the judge at the Pontianak Religious Court, November, 2016.

\(^{17}\) Interview with Hasanuddin, the judge at the Pontianak Religious Court, November, 2016.
Judge merged the concept of *rad* from KHI article 174, paragraph 2, with the concept of *fiqh* proposed by the preponderance of scholars. In fact, the majority of scholars agree that the remaining assets are returned to *aṣḥābul furūd* instead of husbands and wives.\(^{18}\) This *radd* system was first proposed by Umar bin Khattab, Ali bin Abi Talib, Ibn Mas'ud, and Ibn Abbas, who were subsequently followed by Imams Abu Hanifah, Abu Yusuf, Muhammad bin Hassan al-Karkhi, and Imam Ahmad.\(^{19}\)

On the basis of the preceding information, it can be concluded that religious judges used a combination of the KHI's articles, the opinions of the majority of scholars, and the Pontianak community's tradition of applying inheritance law to discover inheritance laws not contained in the KHI. This indicates that judges implement the law discovery method by interpreting the articles in the KHI, connecting with the opinions of academics, and incorporating societal inheritance traditions. This was one of the judges' attempts to discover inheritance laws germane to the sociocultural development of the Pontianak community, despite the fact that the resulting legal conclusions differed from those of the KHI.

Using *taḥqīq al-Manāṭ* theory Darmawan argued that in ijtihad, the discovery and application of inheritance law must comprise two criteria: truth (*ṣāliḥ lizzātīhi*) and decency (*ṣāliḥ lighairīhi*). Righteousness in the sense that the law has a *sharia*-compliant foundation must be examined, while "appropriateness" in the sense of the law's applicability must be examined when the law intersects with human, sociocultural, temporal, and territorial differences. According to Darmawan, the two criteria must coexist without negating one another.\(^{20}\)

Other methods employed by judges for discovering inheritance law include tracing inheritance-related jurisprudence, national meeting outcomes, and *fiqh* books. In this context, jurisprudence refers to the decisions made by previous judges to handle an inheritance case that is not governed by law or KHI and has permanent legal force, which is then used as a guide by other judges to resolve similar cases. Numerous varieties of jurisprudence are frequently employed by Pennsylvania judges, including 1) Permanent jurisprudence refers to a judge's decision that results from the same succession of decisions and is used as the basis for deciding a case. 2) Non-permanent jurisprudence is a previous judge's decision that is not used as a trial premise. 3) Semi-juridical jurisprudence, or all court decisions based on an applicant's request that apply only to the applicant.

---
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such as determining a child's status. 4). Administrative law, specifically SEMA (Supreme Court Circular Letter), which only applies administratively and is binding within the court's jurisdiction.21

Religious Judges use jurisprudence as their primary guide when determining inheritance law. The judge's argument emphasized jurisprudence, as jurisprudence is a law that can unite justices from the trial court to the appellate court to the court of cassation. According to him, judges, high court judges, and chief justices guide jurisprudence when deciding cases. Consequently, jurisprudence is the most popular option for justices at the Pontianak PA when deciding inheritance cases not covered by the KHI. This is done by the judges in order to protect themselves in the event of a party appeal.22

The results of the National Working Meeting serve as a guide for judges when deciding cases, as they represent the consensus reached by judges at a national work meeting. Thus, the legal standing of the results of the national meeting is strengthened. In deciding inheritance cases, judges tend to prioritize the outcomes of the national meeting over the laws contained in fiqh texts.

The judges also use the technique of tracing the opinions and arguments of the fuqaha as a second method. The judges disagreed on whether jurisprudence or the opinion of the fuqaha should be prioritized as a source of material law. Some Pontianak Religious Judges believe that judges are not obliged to decide analogous cases in accordance with the law. However, judges must discover a law that provides justice for the society and is more consistent with mawaris fiqh (Fiqh on inheritance). According to religious judges who regard jurisprudence as non-binding, judges must be able to comprehend the condition of their society, in the sense that they must comprehend the prevailing inheritance law tendencies. Thus, the judge's decision is closer to the community's religious culture.23

In determining the law, the ahlu al-Madinah scholars employ the legal discovery method adopted by religious judges, which is based on a comprehension of inheritance laws that are typically applicable in the local community. This method is known as ahlu al-Madinah custom as a legal source.24 The custom of ahlu al-Madinah is regarded as a source of law by the ulema of ahlu al-Madinah because it is a habit that is consistently practiced by the local community. This is identical to when religious judges determine legal cases by

21 Interview with Agus Purwanto and Hasanuddin, the Religious Court Judge of Pontianak, Nopember 2016.
22 Interview with Agus Purwanto and Hasanuddin, the Religious Court Judge of Pontianak, Nopember, 2016.
23 Interviewed with Agus Purwanto and Hasanuddin, the Religious Court Judge of Pontianak, Nopember, 2016.
examining the litigants' common legal practices. This method of law extraction provides greater legal justice for litigants.

**Legal Argumentation in the Formation of Inheritance Law**

The application of legal reasoning propositions by Religious Court judges can be categorized into two categories. In the first group, the Pontianak Religious Court Judge stated that the heir's daughter conceals the heir's siblings (male and female) and uncle. This group disputes the hadith text that states a brother receives *asabah* if he is with a daughter. In the second group, some judges are essentially uncertain about applying the concept of the first group. For instance, one of the judges in this second group stated: "the decision that the daughter of the heir conceals the heir's siblings (male and female) and the heir's uncle must be taken because of a higher court. (Religious High Court/PTA and Supreme Court/MA tend to think this way), if the court of first instance does not apply a decision as such". Furthermore, this group argues that the fact children conceal their siblings (males and females) and uncles is regulated in KHI article 174 paragraph 2 which states:

1. according to biological relationship: the male group consists of fathers, sons, brothers, uncles, and grandfathers; and the female group consists of mothers, daughters, and the sister of the grandmother. 
2. according to marital relations: widowers or widows.

(2) If there are no other successors, only children, fathers, mothers, widows, and widowers are eligible to inherit.

This article specifies that only children, fathers, mothers, widows or widowers are entitled to inheritance if all heirs are present. However, article 174 paragraph 2 KHI only specifies that other heirs do not receive an inheritance if cumulatively there are children, fathers, mothers, widows or widowers. What if, for instance, there are only fathers, mothers, widows/widowers, children, widows/widowers, or only daughters? In other words, this article does not regulate females specifically. The problem of females is addressed in other articles, including article 176 if girls are accompanied by boys. In addition, KHI does not regulate in detail the position of daughters who reside with their siblings (male and female).

The existence of one or more daughters in fiqh does not completely eliminate brothers or sisters. The existence of daughters in the books of fiqh only reduces the share of a half sister or sibling from 12 if alone or 2/3 if 2 people become asabah maal ghairi. However, the presence of daughters does not prevent brothers from the same father/siblings from obtaining asabah binnafsi at all. This opinion of the *fiqh* ulama is based on the Prophet Muhammad’s tradition, as the following:

---

25 FGD with judges at the Pontianak Religious Court, October, 2016.
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Meaning: The Prophet decreed that daughters would receive half, the granddaughter of the son would receive one sixth as a complement to two-thirds, and the remainder would go to the sister (Narrated by Bukhari).”

Based on the preceding analysis, it is clear that the Pontianak Religious Court rejected the concept of mawaris fiqh contained in the books regarding inheritance, and in fact disregard the hadith narrated by Bukhari as stated above. The arguments for legal reasoning that appear to be prioritized by the Pontianak Religious Court judges are that the concept of inheritance law developed by the judges is a Mawaris concept that is in accordance with the socio-cultural conditions of the family prevalent in Indonesia, which may differ from the Mawaris fiqh. On the other hand, when the judge constructs legal reasoning that brothers (akh) and sisters (ukht) are veiled by girls, it demonstrates that the judge's legal reasoning employs the argument of the importance of sustainability of the relationship between the heir and the inheritor's rights and obligations. This is due to the fact that when parents were still alive, the rights and responsibilities of parents towards children (male and female) under the Islamic family law concept in Indonesia were greater for children and descendants than for siblings.

In addition to the legal arguments cited above, the judge's reasoning can also be supported by a number of inheritance decisions found in the decisions of the Religious Courts:

1. **Decisions of PA no.54/pdt.P/2014/PA.ptk**

This ruling determines who receives the inheritance: (1) Son of son (ibn ibn). (2) Female offspring of a male (bint al-ibn). (3) Men from women (ibn al-bint). (4) Child of a child (bint al-bint). KHI does not regulate the inheritance of grandchildren or offspring (ibn al-ibn, bint al-bint, ibn al-bint, and bint al-bint), whether male or female. This indicates that the judge must consult additional resources in order to resolve the inheritance case. In accordance with PA decision number 54/pdt.P/2014/PA.ptk, male and female grandchildren of female descendants (ibn al-bint and bint al-bint) receive an inheritance share. In contrast, the concept of fiqh Mawaris restricts inheritance to daughters and sons of male descendants (ibn ibn and bint al-ibn). Ibn al-bint and bint al-bint will not inherit if there is an ashab al-furd or an heir to an ashabah, according to scholars. Fiqh

---

scholars categorize Ibn al-bint and bint al-bint dhawīl arḥām. This group of heirs inherits in the absence of the heirs ashaba and aṣhab al-furd. 27

Sons from daughters (ibn al-bint) and daughters from daughters (bint al-bint) do not inherit because they are included in żawīl arḥām. According to the majority of scholars. Scholars disagree on the permissibility of żawīl arḥām inheriting but they agree that awl arm does not inherit when there are aṣabaḥ and aṣḥāb al-furd 28. In the matter of inheritance at PA Pontianak No. 54/pdt.P/2014/PA.Ptk aṣḥābul furūd dan aṣabaḥ are the heirs. Sons of sons (ibn ibn) and daughters of sons (bint al-ibn) aṣabaḥ and aṣḥābul furūd. The majority of scholars concur that sons of sons (ibn ibn) and daughters of sons (bint al-ibn) obtain the aṣabaḥ bin nafs dan aṣabaḥ maal ghair share, 29 while sons of daughters (ibn al-bint) and daughters of daughters (bint al-bint) are not entitled to an inheritance share..

In making inheritance decisions, the Pontianak Religious Court did not consider the opinion of the council of scholars, according to the arguments presented above. In this instance, the judge of the Pontianak Religious Court prioritized bilateral inheritance distribution. Therefore, each male and female heir receives an equal share of the inheritance, both at the level of offspring and grandchildren. In other words, the Pontianak Religious Court's judges prioritized the socio-cultural circumstances of the Pontianak people, who did not distinguish between male and female descendants.

In the 1980s, Hazairin proposed the theory of bilateral inheritance distribution by valuing mawāllī. According to Hazairin, the primary distinction between patrilineal ahlussunnah and the bilateral system is that in the bilateral system, sisters always receive nothing in the case of sisters and their daughters or granddaughters because they belong to a minority group, whereas granddaughters always receive a share as mawāllī. In addition, there is no distinction between male and female progeny or mawāllī descendants of sons and daughters. 30 According to Hazairin, the status of granddaughters and grandsons of daughters (bint al-bint and ibn al-bint) is equivalent to that of granddaughters and grandsons of sons (ibn al-ibn and bint al-ibn). 31

---
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The legal argument for the judge's decision regarding the inheritance issue is based on the socio-cultural condition of the community, according to the preceding analysis. The Pontianak Religious Court did not make a distinction between male and female descendants, as well as grandsons of sons or daughters, because they took into account the condition of society, in which parents' responsibilities while they were still alive tended to be more focused on their offspring than on their relatives or nephews. There is no distinction between male and female lineage regarding responsibility for progeny. It is conceivable that this argument for reasoning was also influenced by the previous judge's decision, as Khisni stated that the Supreme Court of the Republic of Indonesia placed daughters as heirs who can receive asabah who conceal both male and female relatives. On the other hand, it is likely that Hazairin contributed to the judges' deliberation. According to Huda, it was Hazairin who placed female progeny on an equal footing with male offspring, or so says Cammack. In the context of Islamic legal thought, Fazlur Rahman's double-movement theory presents the arguments for socio-cultural reasoning. This theory, according to Muttaqin, has led Fazlur Rahman to conclude that the inheritance ratio between sons and daughters should be reduced from 2:1 to 1:1.

Based on the analysis of the Religious Court's decision no. 54/pdt.P/2014/PA, it is also possible to conclude that the legal reasoning of the judges was based on the continuity of the relationship of rights and obligations between the heir and the heir as determined by family law while the heir was still alive. The author reaches this conclusion as a result of the fact that in Pontianak's community system, in the course of life, descendants (children and grandchildren) are given greater responsibility than relatives. Consequently, the judge's decision regarding inheritance is a legal ijtihad based on the social system's conditions and the principle of continuing rights and obligations while still alive. The author also assumes that Arto's opinion, which states, "Inheritance is essentially a continuation of the relationship between the heir and the heir while they are still alive," influences the judge's ijtihad reasoning. It is also conceivable that Arto's legal Ijtihad argument comprises a substantial proportion of the legal reasoning of religious judges in Pontianak.

2. Religious Court Decision No. 136/pdt.P/2014/PA.Ptk

In this decision, a biological brother's (ibn akh al-syaqīq) four daughters received the entire inheritance. This decision differs from the scholarly consensus regarding the Mawaris concept. According to fiqh, the four offspring are known as žawīl arḥām. According to the majority of scholars, aṣḥābul furūd dan aṣabah receive their share of the inheritance when there are no successors. In other words, it is clear from the judge's decision that he or she adhered to the bilateral principle by not discriminating between male and female lineage. According to Nurlaelawati's analysis, religious court judges do not always refer to the KHI when deciding cases; rather, they occasionally refer to fiqh texts in order to create public benefit and justice for the disputing parties or one of the disputing parties. Thus, resulting in decisions that vary from court to court, even in the same case.38

Hakim did not distinguish between the lines of žawīl arḥām, aṣḥābul furūd atau aṣabah. Thus, the female lineage or the žawīl arḥām line has rights as successors, despite the existence of male heirs aṣḥāb al-furūd atau aṣabah. On the basis of the preceding description, it can be concluded that the arguments for the legal reasoning of Religious Judges in Pontianak are as follows: First, the concept of marriage in family law is adapted to the socio-cultural conditions and actual family culture of Pontianak. The bilateral sociological condition of the Pontianak community serves as the premise for legal reasoning in determining the inheritance share. Third, the postulate of reasoning that inheritance is a continuation of the relationship of rights and responsibilities between the inheritors and the heirs; therefore, the heirs who are entitled to inheritance are people who, according to family law, had a relationship of rights and responsibilities with the heir while both were still alive.

Religious Court Judges' Legal Construction in Determining Islamic Inheritance

The provisions for inheritance based on the legal reasoning of the Religious Judge of Pontianak include daughters, regardless of whether one or more conceal their brothers. The results of this reasoning demonstrate that daughters hold a stronger position than siblings in the eyes of observers. This reasoning demonstrates that the judge recognizes that, while the parents are alive, the child bears sole responsibility for their actions.

The next conclusion of the Pontianak Religious Judge's legal reasoning is that substitute heirs are heirs who take the place of their deceased parents and siblings (heirs of the first degree). The progeny include, for example, granddaughters on the male line (bint al-ibn), grandsons on the male line (ibn-
ibn), granddaughters on the female line (bint al-bint), and grandsons on the female line. (ibn al-bint). In other terms, there were no uncles because their fathers had all passed away. In accordance with the bequest decree no. 241/pdt.P/2014/PA.ptk. Regarding the issue of substitute successors, the Pontianak Religious Court judges held divergent views. There is a group of judges who consider the case to be a substitute heir, while other judges do not. In this case, all heirs are equal (same grandson), whereas substitute heirs should not be equal. For instance, if the heirs consist of daughters and granddaughters on the male line, then the granddaughter of the male line becomes the successor heir (replacing her father, who had died first). This legal reasoning is distinct from fiqh Mawaris, which prohibits inheritance for the descendants of daughters whose mothers predeceased the heirs if there are sons or two daughters. This contrasts with Anita's analysis, which links KHI and BW. Anita explained that the position of substitute successors in KHI, in principle, is to replace the right to life of a person who was replaced while still alive, and is not restricted in terms of inheritance. In principle, changing a position in KHI is identical to changing a position in the BW concept (western civil inheritance law), which implies that changing a position involves not only inheritance but also the right to life of the individual who has been replaced.

In this case, all heirs are equal (same grandson), whereas substitute heirs should not be equal. For instance, if the heirs consist of daughters and granddaughters on the male line, then the granddaughter of the male line becomes the successor heir (replacing her father, who had died first). This legal reasoning is distinct from fiqh Mawaris, which prohibits inheritance for the descendants of daughters whose mothers predeceased the heirs if there are sons or two daughters. This contrasts with Anita's analysis, which links KHI and BW. Anita explained that the position of substitute successors in KHI, in principle, is to replace the right to life of a person who was replaced while still alive, and is not restricted in terms of inheritance. In principle, changing a position in KHI is identical to changing a position in the BW concept (western civil inheritance law), which implies that changing a position involves not only inheritance but also the right to life of the individual who has been replaced.

The other conclusion of the Pontianak Religious Judges' legal reasoning is that there are divergent opinions regarding the limitation of substitute successors mentioned in Article 185 KHI. Some judges believe that substitute successors are limited to second-generation descendants or grandchildren. Others maintain that the successor heir comprises all descendants, not just those of the second generation. The group of judges who believe that substitute heirs are

---

39 FGD with judges of the Religious Court in Pontianak, October 2016.
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limited to descendants of the second generation or grandchildren cited KHI’s statement that "If the heir dies before the inheritor, his position may be filled by his son." This group of judges agrees with Arto's assertion that the replacement successors mentioned in Article 185 KHI are limited to descendants of the second degree or grandson.\textsuperscript{41}

The Supreme Court circular letter states that substitute heirs are the “descendants” of the heir. Judges who view substitute heirs as all descendants and not confined to a certain degree have their own explanations for this statement. "Alternate heirs are heirs regulated in Article 185 KHI, namely heirs descended from heirs mentioned in Article 174 KHI, including descendants of sons or daughters, descended from a brother or sister, descended from an uncle, descended from grandparents, namely aunts and their descendants," states the Guideline for the Implementation of Duties and Administration of the Religious Courts\textsuperscript{42}.

The conclusion of the Pontianak Religious Judge's legal reasoning is that females inherit asabah even if they are alone without having any sons. Hasanuddin asserts that one of the Pontianak PA judges interpreted the word aulād as boys and females in surah an-Nisa verse 11 of the Qur'an. He stated that because males and girls have the same status as children, they are both entitled to asabah.\textsuperscript{43} This type of legal reasoning is distinct from legal reasoning that prioritizes KHI. In KHI, if the heir leaves no other successors, one or more daughters can receive the entire inheritance through rad if there are no other heirs.

The conclusion of the next judge's legal reasoning is that a child born out of an unrecorded marriage has the right to receive a livelihood and an obligatory will from his father. The judge reasoned that children have the right to be protected by their unregistered parents. Such reasoning by judges is pertinent to the October 31, 2012, Decision of the National Working Meeting of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Indonesia Commission II on Religious Courts. This means that the results of the justices' reasoning may be compromised by the decision of the Supreme Court's National Working Meeting. Nevertheless, based on the results of this reasoning, the religious jurist argued that parents must continue to provide protection, not because it is registered or not, but because it is an Islamic obligation. In addition, the KHI's provisions regarding the obligatory will do not prohibit the issuance of such wills to unregistered minors.\textsuperscript{44}

In the aforementioned context, it is consistent with the ethos of KHI and the argument that a living law influences the social structure of the society,

\textsuperscript{41} A. Mukti Arto, \textit{Pembaruan Hukum Islam....}, p. 223.
\textsuperscript{43} Interviewed with Agus Purwanto and Hasanuddin, the Religious Court Judge of Pontianak, Nopember, 2016.
\textsuperscript{44} FGD with Judges of the Religious Court in Pontianak, October, 2016.
including matters of inheritance. Thus, the construction and paradigm of justices in deciding court cases are influenced by the indigenous knowledge of Indonesian society.45
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Conclusion

Referring to the preceding discussions, it can be concluded that there are indications of a paradigm shift from juridical-normative to juridical-sociological reasoning among religious judges. Specifically, the findings indicate that religious judges combine the articles contained in the KHI with the opinions of the majority of scholars and the tradition of applying inheritance law that has developed in Pontianak society to determine inheritance law. This indicates that the sociocultural religion of the Pontianak community influences the inheritance decisions of religious judges. Second, the reasons for the legal reasoning of Pontianak Religious Court judges in constructing inheritance provisions that are not regulated in the KHI are as follows: 1) The construction of inheritance is adapted to the construction of the real conditions of family law that apply in society; and 2) The construction of inheritance is adapted to the construction of the real conditions of family law that apply in society. 2) Because the sociological condition of the Pontianak community is bilateral, the inheritance decision must take bilateral considerations into account. 3) The relationship of rights and obligations between the heir and the heir under family law must be maintained while both parties are still alive. 4) According to family law, heirs are those who have a relationship of rights and responsibilities with the heir while they are still alive. Thirdly, the provisions for inheritance resulting from the legal reasoning of the Pontianak Religious Court judges are as follows: 1) substitute heirs are heirs who supplant the position of their parents despite the fact that all of their parents have passed away; and 2) the heirs of the heirs of the heirs. 2) The Pontianak Religious Court's justices hold differing opinions regarding the limitation of substitute heirs as described in article 185 KHI. Some justices believe that substitute heirs are limited to descendants or grandchildren of the second generation. Others hold that the successor heir includes all descendants, not just
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those of the second generation. 3) Daughters inherit asabah even if they are not accompanied by males. 4) a marriage that has not been registered by an authorized official is entitled to maintenance and a will from his father.
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